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DIGITAL WORKROOM

RELATED APPLICATIONS

and the second generate mechanism typically translates the
work information collected to generate the at least one status
report.

In some embodiments, at least one status report includes
This patent application is a Divisional application which 5 work information collected by a plurality of work trackers.
claims priority under 35 U .S .C . 121 of the co -pending U .S . At least one work tracker documents work for a project and

allows the service provider to track a specific milestone
and /or function of the project and to enter notes and attach
at least one file . The work information collected by at least
porated by reference in its entirety .
10 one work tracker is modifiable before generating/updating
the at least one status report. At least one work tracker also
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
includes a discard mechanism configured to discard the
work
information collected without updating/existing the at
The present invention relates to workrooms. More par

patent application Ser. No . 12 /709, 214 , filed Feb . 19 , 2010 ,
entitled “ DIGITAL WORKROOM ,” which is hereby incor

one status report. At least one work tracker also
ticularly, the present invention relates to a digitalworkroom 15 least
includes
log mechanism configured to display days
that enables people to work together safely and effectively previouslya view
logged during a status report period. In some
online .
embodiments, the job data includes screen shots periodically
captured by at least one work tracker and messages regard
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
ing the job . At least one status report typically includes a first
20 version viewable and modifiable by the service provider and
A job posting site allows job seekers to post resumes and a second version viewable by a buyer. The second version
search for jobs. However, prior art job posting sites suffer typically includes at least one communication method con
from a number of shortcomings . For example , although a
figured to allow the buyer to communicate with the service
prior art job posting site may allow job seekers to upload provider . At least one status report in some embodiments

documents or generate invoices to send to employers after 25 comprises a pay mechanism to monetarily compensate one
completion of jobs , the prior art job posting site lacks tools
or more service providers . In some embodiments , at least
that enable a job seeker and an employer to work together one invoice includes information from a plurality of status

productively and efficiently. The tools include an ability for reports. In some embodiments , the system further includes
the job seeker to manage time while working on the job , an an invoicing component comprising at least one invoice . At
ability for the employer to assess the job seeker ' s progress 30 least one invoice includes a pay mechanism allowing the
until completion of the job , an ability for the job seeker to buyer to pay the service provider.
send the employer a bill, or the like. Even if the tools were
in another aspect, a method implemented on a device
available through the prior art job posting site , these tools

includes automatically generating/ updating at least one sta

are scattered throughout the site ; the job seeker typically

tus report directly from a work tracker based on a first set of

needs to find these separate tools when needed . At times, the 35 information . In some embodiments, the step of generating
job seeker is required to redundantly enter the same infor - updating step includes storing the first set of information in
mation in two or more tools . Accordingly, the job seeker
a database . The method further includes automatically gen
wastes valuable time searching for needed tools , entering
erating /updating an invoice directly from the status report
based on a second set of information . The first set of
information , or both .

The present invention addresses at least these limitations 40 information is typically collected by the work tracker, and
the second set of information is typically from the at least
one status report . In some embodiments, the method further
includes, before the generating step , launching the work
tracker. The launching step includes selecting a job , starting

in the prior art.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide a digital 45 a timer, choosing a milestone , and / or utilizing a function
workroom within a services exchange medium . In the ser counter. In some embodiments , the method further includes ,
vices exchange medium , buyers find and hire service pro after the generating/updating step , notifying team members

viders " on demand ” to get projects done quickly and cost

effectively . Specifically, buyers post projects and service

providers search for projects to work on .

In one aspect, a system to streamline online work process
includes a status reporting component and a work tracking
component. The status reporting component typically

of the at least one status report. In some embodiments , the

method further includes , after the generating /updating step ,

50 manually modifying the at least one status report.

In yet another aspect, an apparatus implemented on a
device for documenting work activities of one ormore jobs
includes a first component and a second component . The

includes at least one status report. At least one status report first component is for collecting work information regarding
directly generates /updates an invoice via a first generate 55 a selected job to keep track of, wherein the first component
mechanism associated with the at least one status report. The

is configured to automatically create / update at least one

work tracking component typically includes at least one
work tracker. At least one work tracker allows a service
provider to collect work information over a period of work

status report based on the work information collected . The
first component provides an ability to track a specific
milestone and /or a function of the selected job . The second

time to directly generate /update the at least one status report 60 component is for communicating in real time with a server
using the work information collected via a second generate
to transmit and receive job data to and from a workroom

mechanism associated with the at least one work tracker.
Each one tracker also allows the service provider to com municate in real time with a server to transmit and receive

associated with the job , wherein the job data includes

automatic screen shots and messages . The second compo
nent includes at least one of an instant messaging feature , an

job data posted to a workroom associated with the job . The 65 instant video conferencing feature , and a screen shot cap

first generate mechanism typically translates information

from the at least one status report to generate the invoice ,

turing feature . The work information that is collected is

modifiable prior to creating /updating the at least one status

US 9 ,842,312 B1
report. The work information typically includes at least

FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary status report as received

notes, attached files and tracked time.

and viewed by a buyer in accordance with the present

In yet another aspect, a system to facilitate online work
includes a plurality of workrooms. Each workroom is auto -

invention .
FIG . 5 illustrates an exemplary process of generating an

matically established upon creation of a job and is assigned 5 invoice based on a status report in accordance with the

a unique email address, wherein content can be sent to a present invention .
FIGS. 6A -6C illustrate exemplary views of a workroom
workroom via the unique
email address. aInweb
some embodiin
associated with
in accordance with the present invention
ments, each workroom isis associated
with a web address
address . In
FIGS. 7A -7B illustrate exemplary viewsof another work
some embodiments, content posted to a workroom cannot be
sroom 10 room in accordance with the present invention
removed from the workroom . Content posted to a workroom
FIG . 8 illustrates an exemplary view of My Providers
is typically forwarded to a member 's personal email address
in accordance with the present invention
or is displayed in a popup message , for example, when the page
FIG
9 illustrates a graphical representation of an exem
member is not in the workroom . In some embodiments, each plary .computing
device in accordance with the present
workroom has a plurality of customized views. One view 15 invention
allows a service provider to directly launch a work tracker
FIG . 10 illustrates a diagram showing the relationship
and/ or to directly view and modify status reports . One view
between
a work tracker and a workroom in accordance with
allows a buyer to directly view all team members working the present
invention
on a project, to directly view service providers working on
FIG . 11A illustrates an exemplary process of a client- side
all projects and / or to leave feedback for one or more service 20 communication between a service provider and the services

providers. In some embodiments, each workroom comprises

exchange medium in accordance with the present invention .

a real time meeting mode to allow for the exchange of
messages and files in real time. In some embodiments, each
workroom comprises a rendering feature to provide tran -

FIG . 11B illustrates an exemplary process of a server- side
exchange medium in accordance with the present invention .

further includes a work tracker . The work tracker is able to
send and receive data to and from one or more of the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

communication between a service provider and the services

scripts of meetings . In some embodiments , the system 25

workrooms. In some embodiments , the system further
includes at least one database to store the content.

INVENTION
In the following description , numerous details are set

forth for purposes of explanation . However, one of ordinary
In yet another aspect, a provider workroom forpaih
a job 3030 skill
in the art will realize that the invention can be practiced
without
the use of these specific details . Thus, the present
ponent, a tracker component, and a status report component.
includes content, a unique email address , a chatting com

Content typically includes messages and files that are orga

invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments
shown but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with

nized in tables and /or folders . In some embodiments , data
ata z35 the principles and features described herein or with equiva
sent to the unique email address becomes content. The
lent alternatives.

chatting component allows real time communication ; the
In a preferred embodiment. the steps of the present
communication also becomes content. The tracker compo invention are embodied in machine -executable instructions.
nent collects work information for the job . The status report
These instructions can be used to cause a general- purpose or
component takes the work information collected by the 40 special- purpose processor that is programmed with the

tracker to create /update a status report. In some embodi

instructions to perform the steps of the present invention .

email and /or a pop - up message.
In yet another aspect, a buyer workroom for one or more

performed by specific hardware components that contain

ments, the content is pushed to other team members as an

Alternatively , the steps of the present invention can be

hardwired logic for performing the steps , or by any combi

jobs includes content, a unique email address , a chatting 45 nation of programmed computer components and custom

component, a work view component, a billing component, a

hardware components .

feedback component, and a providers component. Content
typically includes messages and files, wherein the content is
organized in tables and/or folders. In some embodiments,

Reference will now be made in detail to implementations
drawings . The same reference indicators will be used

chatting component allows real time communication ; the

tion to refer to the same or like parts .

of the present invention as illustrated in the accompanying

data sent to the unique email address becomes content. The 50 throughout the drawings and the following detailed descrip

communication also becomes content. The billing compo -

Embodiments of the present invention are directed a

nent allows a buyer to pay a team member. The feedback

digital workroom within a services exchange medium . Pref

component allows the buyer to provide feedback for the

erably, in the services exchange medium , buyers search and

service providers for all jobs . The buyer workroom further

medium , a service provider is able to create an online
professional profile in order to be immediately connected to
a buyer looking for the service provider 's expertise . Typi

team member. The work view component displays team 55 hire service providers “ on demand” to get projects or jobs
members for a job , while the providers component display done quickly and cost effectively. In the services exchange

comprises an ad - hoc feature of adding and removing a team

m
member
.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary system of a work tracking

component, a status reporting component, and a invoicing
component in accordance with the present invention .

FIGS. 2 - 3B illustrate an exemplary work tracker in accor -

dance with the present invention .

60 ?ally , the service provider ' s online professional profile

describes the service provider 's professional abilities. The

buyer is able to review the service provider ' s online pro

fessional profile to make an informed hiring decision . The

buyer is typically able to view the service provider 's online
65 professional profile on a web browser or the like of an

Internet -ready device . The Internet- ready device is a per
sonal computer, laptop computer, computer workstation , a

US 9 ,842,312 B1
server , mainframe computer, handheld computer, personal
digital assistant, cellular /mobile telephone , smart appliance ,

suitable manner, such as when billable time has been
approved . An invoice is automatically generated periodi

gaming console or any other Internet- ready device . A pre -

cally or user generated via user intervention . After receiving

ferred online professional profile is described in the co -

an invoice , Eshaan is able to view and review the invoice ,

The digitalworkroom preferably enables services provid -

in some embodiments is able to be viewed in an email client,

pending U . S . patent application Ser. No . 12 /474 , 127 , filed 5 and decide whether or not to pay TJ. The invoice in some
May 28 , 2009, entitled “Online Professional Services Store embodiments conveniently includes a one -click Pay button
front,” which is incorporated by reference .
which allows Eshaan to initiate payment to TJ. The invoice
ers and buyers to work together safely and effectively , to
on a web browser, or the like ( such as a WAP browser ). The
communicate with each other in real time, share files, hold 10 invoice in some embodiments is able to be saved , printed
live meetings, automatically store important communica - and /or forwarded to another.

tion , make job status and progress visible at all times,

The services exchange medium in some embodiments

eliminate paperwork and ensure payment for results . As

also has a status reporting component. The status reporting

discussed in detail below , the digital workroom has a plu -

system can be offered or requested by TJ, required by

rality of views, each is tailored to the needs of the viewer. 15 Eshaan , or both . At predetermined intervals , such as on a
The view of the workroom for the buyer is different from the
weekly basis , Eshaan automatically receives from TJ

view ofthe workroom for the service provider. Furthermore , through the services exchange medium a status report. The
views of the workroom are also different depending on the status report provides Eshaan with an automatic , periodic
role of the buyer. Similarly , views of the workroom can be
update regarding TJ' s progress of the project. However, a
different depending on the role of the service provider . 20 status report can be generated via user intervention when
A project within the services exchange medium is able to
needed . The status report is generated by a process and is a
comprise one ormore project milestones . In other words, a tool to communicate answers to typical questions such as,
project can be divided into multiple milestones . Typically , but not limited to : What did you do for me this week ? Is the
cost of a project milestone is a fixed price, negotiated by progress of the work /project on track ? Will the work /project
both the service provider and the buyer, or established by 25 be done on time ? It should be noted that the term time sheet

either the service provider or the buyer prior to the service

is synonymous with the term status report and can and will

provider starting the project milestone . For example, the

be used interchangeably throughout the following discus

project milestone is composing a theme song, which costs
sion .
$ 5 ,000 upon completion . The buyer pays the service pro The status reporting component is configured to advan
vider the fixed price of $ 5 ,000 after the project milestone 30 tageously provide Eshaan visibility to the remote relation
( e. g ., composing the theme song ) is completed . The project
ship with TJ, since TJ could be working from anywhere ,

within the services exchange medium is also able to com -

including from another country . As one example , assume

prise one or more functions . For some services, cost of a

Eshaan is a manager and TJ is a remote worker. Eshaan ' s

function is not a fixed price but is hourly based . For

supervisor asks Eshaan whether all his remote workers will

insurance claims; the buyer pays the service provider on an
hourly basis to file documents. The time spent on a function

workers, including TJ, to deliver on time. However, since TJ
works remotely , Eshaan is not able to physically monitor

example , the function is filing documents or is processing 35 deliver on schedule . Eshaan is depending on all his remote
is typically recorded in a log . The project within the services

TJ' s progress . Fortunately , the status report easily gives

exchange medium is able to comprise one or more project

Eshaan visibility into the remote relationship to assess TJ' s

milestones and /or one or more functions.

40 progress . Put differently , status reports help service provid

It should be noted that the terms client and employer are
synonymous with the term buyer and can and will be used
interchangeably throughout the following discussion . It

ers and buyers stay in close communication and exchange
information about the current status of a job , including tasks ,
hours , logs and journal entries, attachments and plans for the

should also be noted that the term job is synonymous with

coming week . The status report in some embodiments is able

the term project and can and will be used interchangeably 45 to be viewed in an email client, on a web browser , or the like
throughout the following discussion . For purposes of dis
(such as a WAP browser).

cussion , assume the buyer is a startup company , in which

The status report in some embodiments conveniently

Eshaan is a manager at and has two open projects within the

includes a one -click Invoice button which translates all

services exchange medium . Service providers TJ, Ally and

predetermined information from the status report to the

Jay are hired by Eshaan to work on the first project called 50 appropriate invoice. Entries in the invoice are automatically
" Web /Application GUI Design .” TJ, Ally and Jay are team
populated based on the information from the status report.

members of the first project. Service provider Nenette is

Alternatively , the entries in the invoice are automatically

hired by Eshaan to work on the second project called

populated based on information from a plurality of status

“ Webby 's ePayment Functionality.” Nenette is a team mem
ber of the second project. Although the service providers are 55
illustrated as being individuals in the following discussion ,
a service provider can be a company with a plurality of
individuals. Furthermore , it should be apparent from the
discussion that a buyer can instead be an individual.
60
Introduction to Key Components
The services exchange medium in some embodiments has
an invoicing component. The invoicing system provides TJ
with an opportunity to submit an invoice to Eshaan and /or

reports . For example , if Eshaan pays TJ on a monthly basis
and status reports are generated to Eshaan on a weekly basis ,
the entries in the invoice are populated based on four status
reports ; the invoice is submitted to Eshaan at the end of the
month .

others ( e .g ., finance manager ) on the team during and/ or

logged into the services exchange medium (e . g ., signed in

The services exchange medium in some embodiments

also has a work tracker component. The terms tracker, time

tracker and work tracker are synonymous and are used

interchangeably throughout the following discussion . Pref

erably, a work tracker is automatically launched when TJ is

after completion of the project . An invoice is typically 65 via the services exchange medium home page) or is manu
submitted to Eshaan after completion of a project milestone
a lly activated by TJ when TJ is in a workroom . The work

or on a periodic basis of performing functions or in any other

tracker in some embodiments is able to be viewed on the
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reporting component 110 and the invoicing component 115

logging into the services exchange medium . Put differently ,

Preferably , the system 100 allows service providers to

software application that is first downloaded on to TJ' s
Internet- ready device and is subsequently launched without

are separate components or, alternatively, all are integrated
into one component within the services exchange medium .

the work tracker is a web application or a stand alone 5 conveniently activate the components sequentially without

software application installed on a clientmachine. TJ typi -

cally needs to only sign in once ; thereafter, the work tracker

automatically logs TJ into the services exchange medium

needing to locate each component when needed .

The work tracking component 105 and the status report

ing component 110 will each now be described in detail .

when the Internet- ready device starts . However, once the
FIGS. 2 - 3B illustrate an exemplary work tracker 200 in
work tracker is launched , the work tracker couples and 10 accordance with the present invention . As discussed above ,

maintains a link the services exchange medium , delivering

data to and /or from the services exchange medium in real

the work tracker 200 is automatically launched upon TJ
signing online into the services exchange medium , manually

time regarding the project. Preferably , the work tracker launched from an online workroom , or manually launched
establishes an authenticated session with the services
from TJ' s Internet-ready device . In some embodiments ,
exchange medium . In some cases, communication between 15 manually launching the work tracker 200 will automatically
log TJ into the services exchange medium . Regardless of
the two is over a secure connection.
The work tracker automatically recognizes who TJ is how the work tracker 200 is launched , the work tracker 200

upon launching the work tracker and knows all of TJ' s
projects currently open within the service exchange

maintains a constant link with the services exchange
medium . In some embodiments , the constant link is an open

medium . The work tracker system allows TJ to select a 20 connection . Alternatively , the constant link is a periodic poll.

project to keep track of, specifically when and what TJ is
working on . As such , the work tracker allows TJ to switch
between open projects TJ is working on within the services
exchange medium .
Regardless of the manner in which the project is con - 25

FIG . 2 illustrates the work tracker 200 displayed in the
web browser when the work tracker 200 is launched online,
although the work tracker 200 can also be displayed in

tracted or negotiated between TJ and Eshaan , TJ is able to

205 . If TJ wants to track a particular project milestone , then

capture relevant information (e .g., progress ) regarding dif-

TJ is able to select that project milestone via an Apply To

ferent aspects of the project. As described above , a project
is able to comprise one or more project milestones and/ or

similar browsers . The work tracker 200 allows TJ to select

a project that he wants to keep track of via a Select button

selection feature 210 . Alternatively or in addition , TJ is able
to keep track of functions for the project or, more specifi

one or more functions. TJ is able to track a projectmilestone 30 cally , for a project milestone .

and/ or one ormore functions using thework tracker. In some
embodiments , the work tracker is a productivity tool that
helps service providers track time spent on individual proj-

ects or jobs.

After TJ selects a project milestone to keep track of,
information regarding the project milestone is automatically
generated. Assume, as illustrated in FIG . 2 , TJ has selected

the project “ Web /Application GUI Design ” and the project

The work tracker in some embodiments conveniently 35 milestone " Website Design ," information regarding this
includes a one -click Submit button which translates all
project milestone including, but not limited to , Hours
collected information from the work tracker to the status
Logged 215 and Hours Budgeted 220 are displayed . For
report. Entries in the status report are then automatically
example , number of hours logged so far for “ Website

populated based on the information collected by the work Design ” is 23 hours and number of hours budgeted for
tracker. Alternatively, the entries in the status report are 40 “ Website Design ” is 160 hours . Such information is typi

automatically populated based on information collected by a
plurality ofwork trackers (e . g ., multiple sessions of thework

cally based on data previously logged and saved within the
services exchange medium for that project milestone. Other

tracker ). For example , if TJ uses 15 sessions of the work
tracker (e . g ., uses the work tracker 15 times ) during a status

useful information including , but not limited to , current date
225 and current time 230 can also be displayed . The current

established by TJ and/or Eshaan , or by the services exchange

The work tracker 200 also allows TJ to attach one or more

report period , then the entries in the status report are 45 time is typically displayed in a time zone based on where the
populated based on the 15 sessions of the work tracker. The
service provider is located . Alternatively , the time zone
status report period is based on the predetermined interval
displayed is a default time zone such as EST.

files that he wants Eshaan to view regarding the project
medium .
FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary system 100 of the work 50 milestone via a Browse button 280a and an Attach button
tracking component 105 , the status reporting component 280b . A file is an image file, a text file , an audio file, a
110 , and the invoicing component 115 in accordance with
compressed file , or any other suitable files. Name of the
the present invention . As discussed above, TJ using a work
selected file is displayed in a text box 275a, and attached
tracker while working on a project on a particular day is able
files are listed in an area 275b below . Next to each file listed
to generate a new status report or update an existing status 55 in the area 275b is a Remove button (not illustrated ) to allow

report by clicking on the Submit button . One or more work
trackers by one or more team members are used to populate

entries in the status report. Typically, the status report is

TJ to remove the attached file.
As discussed above , TJ is able to switch between different

project milestones to keep track of within a single work

periodically sent to Eshaan for review . For example , the tracker 200 . Information collected by the work tracker 200
status report is a weekly status report or a monthly status 60 is automatically saved to allow TJ to switch between track
report. Other status reports are possible . For each status

report generated , TJ is able to translate or propagate all

information from the status report to an invoice by clicking
on the Invoice button . One or more status reports are used

i ng different project milestones within a single work tracker

200 . Similarly , TJ is able to switch between projects within

a single work tracker 200 . In some embodiments , the
information collected by the work tracker 200 is locally

to populate entries in the invoice . Eshaan is able to initiate 65 saved on TJ' s Internet-ready device before the information
payment by clicking on the Pay button associated with the

invoice. The work tracking component 105 , the status

is submitted , and thereafter deleted from the Internet- ready

device , to the services exchange medium . Preferably , the
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information is securely saved on the Internet-ready device to
prevent tampering or misuse of information .

communication feature of the work tracker 200 , which is
discussed in detail below . TJ is also able to view a log for the

service provider to keep track of a number of times that

button 295 .

The work tracker 200 in some embodiments allows the

functions are performed via a function field 260 , an incre - 5

current status report period by clicking on the View Log

When the View Log button 295 is activated , another

ment button 265a , and a decrement button 265b . For

window typically appears . Alternatively , the work tracker

example , assume for the project “ Web /Application GUI

200 expands in size to display a log . FIG . 3A illustrates a

Design ,” TJ is also required to work 40 hours per week

side window 300 appearing to the right of the work tracker

taken , and current number of emails replied are all initialized

stone or, alternatively, the functions. In some embodiments ,

a claim , TJ selects the appropriate function ( e . g ., “ Claims

illustrated , the current day is Sunday, 12 / 28/08 , and the log

processing claims, taking calls , and replying to emails .
200 . The side window 300 displays a log 305 of each day of
Current number of claims processed , current number of calls 10 the status report period regarding the selected project mile

to zero when a work tracker is launched . When TJ processes

the current day is also displayed with an indicator 325 . As

Processed ” ) using the function selection field 260 and click
for Thursday , 12 / 25 / 08, is empty because TJ did not use the
ing on the increment button 265a to increment the number 15 work tracker 200 on that day . Even though the work tracker
of claims processed . The number of claims processed is
updated in a number field 255 . The number of calls taken

and the number of emails replied are similarly updated . The

number of claims processed , the number of calls taken and

200 did not log hours on Thursday, TJ will be able to
manually edit the hours in the corresponding status report .

A Close button 310 , a Printbutton 315, and a Save button

320 are provided in the side window 300 . Clicking on the

the number of emails replied are automatically transmitted 20 Close button 310 retracts the side window 300 . Clicking on
to the services exchange medium , allowing TJ to switch
the Print button 315 allows the service provider to print out

between updating different functions within a single work

tracker 200 . The decrement button 265b allows TJ to dec

rement a value in the number field 255 when a function has

the log 305 . Clicking on the Save button 320 allows TJ to
save a copy of the log 305 in a text file format, an image file

format, or in any other suitable file formats . In some

been wrongly incremented . In some embodiments , TJ is able 25 embodiments , an Edit button (not illustrated ) is associated

to add a new function to keep track of.
The work tracker 200 in some embodiments has a timer
display 235 , a Start button 240 , a Stop button 245 and a
Reset button 250. TJ is able to start the timer when he begins
working on the project via the Start button 240 . TJ is able to 30

with each day that allows TJ to make changes to a respective

stop the timer when he finishes working on the project or
needs to pause the timer via the Stop button 245 . However ,

the Save button 320 and submits the information via the
Submit button 285 .

TJ is able to restart the timer via the Start button 240. TJ is
also able to reset the timer when needed via the Reset button

In some embodiments , the work tracker 200 has a View
All Logged button ( not illustrated ) that allows TJ to view all

day in the log 305 . Alternatively , a universal Edit button (not
illustrated ) is provided that allows TJ to make changes to
any day in the log 305 . Any edits made will automatically be
updated in the status report if TJ saves the modification via

250. The timer display 235 indicates to TJ how long he has 35 entries of all projectmilestones and functions logged during

been working on a project, such as on a project milestone
( fixed fee ) and /or on one or more functions (hourly fee ),
since the work tracker 200 has been launched .
In some embodiments , when the timer is started for the
functions being tracked , the Hours logged 214 and the Hours 40

Budgeted 220 are displayed accordingly . For example , the
Hours logged 215 displays number of hours logged so far for

working on the functions. The Hours Budgeted 220 displays

number of hours budgeted for working on the functions. The

the status report period . As such , TJ is able to see what was
done and a total number of hours worked per day during the
status report period .

The work tracker 200 in some embodiments is a not“ spy ”

tool. Instead , the work tracker 200 is a convenience tool that

enables service providers , such as TJ, to keep track of time
spent on one or more projects. Alternatively , the work

tracker 200 can be required by Eshaan to monitor TJ's

productivity and efficiency . TJ is also able to edit informa

clock is typically running on TJ' s Internet - enabled device, 45 tion , such as the time, in the work tracker 200 before

although time validation occurs on the server side ( services
exchange medium ) to prevent falsification of time worked .
The work tracker 200 in some embodiments has a text or
journal field 270 which allows TJ to enter comments , notes,

creating or updating a status report.
In some embodiments , the work tracker is configured to
detect activity intensity, such as keyboard entry and mouse
movement. The work tracker is also able to gather other

reminders , and other useful information regarding the proj- 50 productivity information that is useful in verifying work

ect. Alternatively, useful information is saved in a video clip

or an audio clip which TJ is able to upload .
The work tracker 200 in some embodiments has a Submit

done . For example , the work tracker in some embodiments
is configured to periodically or at random times take screen

shots of TJ's desktop . Alternatively, the work tracker sup

button 285 , a Discard button 290 and a View Log button 295 . ports an on -demand screen shots feature which allows
TJ is able to generate or update one or more status reports 55 Eshaan to request screen shots to be taken at any time.

by clicking on the Submit button 285 . All data locally saved

while using the work tracker 200 is transmitted to the
services exchange medium for populating the appropriate
status report. In some embodiments, the data is thereafter

Preferably, the screen shots capture what TJ is currently

working on . The work tracker will display the screen shots
taken before submitting the information to Eshaan , for
example , at a predetermined periodic basis such as hourly

deleted . TJ is also able to discard information collected by 60 because , at times, the screen shots may capture private or
sensitive information that TJ does not want others to see .

the work tracker 200 by clicking on the Discard button 290 .

Typically , a confirmation window appears , asking TJ
whether he wants to proceed with discarding the information

The work tracker also allows TJ to delete screen shots and
enter comments regarding the screen shots and /or the current

collected by the work tracker 200 without generating or project.
updating the one or more status reports . In some embodi- 65 FIG . 3B illustrates the work tracker 200' displayed to TJ
ments, the generating and updating via the Submit button
prior to submission of the information to Eshaan In some
285 is an independent functionality from the real-time embodiments, the work tracker 200 ' interrupts TI's work on
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report has been invoiced but has since been modified and is

235 at the time of disruption . The work tracker 200 ' also
not in sync or updated with the invoice. TJ is able to
displays a text box 330 for TJ to enter tweets . As illustrated ,
synchronize the modified status report with the invoice
six screen shots 335 are displayed , each taken at 10 minute before the invoice is sent or resent to Eshaan After receiving
intervals although screen shots can be taken at random 5 the invoice , Eshaan is able to review the invoice and pay TJ
via the Pay button , as discussed above ( FIG . 1 ).
intervals .

TJ is able to select the screen shots that he does not want

to be submitted to Eshaan . For example , Image 2 and Image
6 have an “ X ” designating that those screen shots should be

FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary status report 400 as

received and viewed by Eshaan in accordance with the
present invention . The second version of the status report

removed prior to submission . Although the screen shots with 10 400 is viewable in an email client, on a web browser , or the

an “ X ” will not be submitted to Eshaan , Eshaan will know

like ( such as a WAP browser ). Typically , the status report

that screen shots at times 20 minutes and 1 hour have been

400 includes the status report period , the project name, the

deleted . Likewise , if TJ clicks on the Do Not Submit button buyer ' s name and relevant information , and the service
345 , Eshaan will know that TJhas decided not to update his
provider 's name and relevant information . In some embodi
progress regarding the job within the last hour. However, as 15 ments , Eshaan is able to communicate with TJ via a private

explained above, prior to submission , TJ is able to comment

message board , email, chat, a phone call , or any other

about his work , such as providing an explanation as to why
some screen shots are discarded . The ability to edit and
provide messages advantageously allows service providers
to fix issues of when private information is accidentally 20

communication methods . The different communication
methods are displayed below the buyer ' s name as linkable
items. In some cases, only the authorized communication
methods are displayed . By clicking on TJ's name and / or his

captured by the screen shots . The information is submitted
Submit button 340 or the Do Not Submit button 345 returns

professional profile .

medium , in turn , streams the data to Eshaan . Eshaan , if he
wanted , is able to provide input regarding the work . Eshaan

worked on one or more project milestones during the status
report period . The status report 400 also has a Plans for Next

by clicking on the Submit button 340. Clicking on the

displayed information , Eshaan is able to view TJ' s online
The status report 400 in some embodiments has a Log

TJ to the work tracker 200 .
section 405 , a Progress This Week section 410 , or both . The
When TJ submits information ( e .g ., tweets, screen shots , 25 Log section 405 is typically displayed if TJ worked on one
and/ or productivity information ), the data is streamed live to
or more functions during the status report period . The
the services exchange medium . The services exchange
Progress This Week section 410 is typically displayed if TJ

can also use the information to determine whether he is 30 Week section 415 and a tool bar 420 .
comfortable paying for the hour' s worth of work , even
in the Log section 405 , a table 425 is displayed , showing
number of hours worked and functions completed during
though there may be deleted screen shots .
The screen shot feature of the work tracker 200 is ideal days of the status report period . In addition , aggregates of

especially when trust has not been established between a

the number of hours worked and functions completed are

been established , the service provider and /or the buyer can

down into functions and days of the status report period . In

camera — you only use it when you need it . It is a peace of
mind to know that this feature exists when you need it .

embodiments , in the Log section 405 , the status report 400
is able to differentiate between logged hours by the work

service provider and a buyer early on in a new relationship . 35 shown for the status report period and in total. The table 425
The service provider 's track record with the buyer is typi - in some embodiments also show a number of hours bud
cally full of holes, especially in the first few weeks of work . geted to work on the functions . The table 425 preferably
On the other hand, after a period of time when the trust has displays hours logged in an easy -to -read manner, broken

disable this screen shot feature since " auditing” will be less 40 some embodiments, the table 425 also displays any text/
relevant. This screen shot feature is similar to a security
journal provided by TJ via the work tracker 200 . In some
As discussed above , when TJ clicks on the Submit button
tracker 200 and the hours edited by TJ
285 (FIG . 2 ) in the work tracker 200 , a new status report is 45 In the Progress This Week section 410 , all the project
generated or an existing status report is updated . The status milestones for the project are listed. As illustrated , the two

report is generated if a first entry is being made for that status

project milestones listed are “ Logo Design ” and “ Website

subsequent entries are added . The status report has typically

symbol 440a , 4405 are associated with each project mile

report period ; otherwise , the status report is updated when

Design .” A completion bar 430 , a due date 435 , and a status

two versions: a first version (back -end version ) that is 50 stone . The completion bar 430 indicates how far along TJ is
viewable and editable by TJ, and a second version ( front- end

in regards to the project milestone. The due date 435 is the

version ) that is viewable by Eshaan Typically, information

date on which the project milestone is to be completed and

from one or more work trackers by one or more team

delivered to Eshaan . The status symbol 440a indicates that

members are automatically and accurately propagated to the

the milestone is on schedule , whereas the status symbol

corresponding status report. In some embodiments, Eshaan 55 440b indicates that the milestone has been delayed . Typi

automatically and periodically receives from TJ through the

cally , if the project milestone is delayed , a delay date is also

services exchange medium a comprehensive status report.

shown . In some embodiments , the status symbol 440a is a

An automatically generated status report or time sheet is

green dot and the status symbol 440b is a red dot. Other

also a convenience tool. A status report is modifiable or
status symbols are possible .
editable by TJ at any time prior to the scheduled delivery of 60 The status symbols is a layer of " air traffic control” that
the status report to Eshaan TJ is able to click on the Invoice

provides the services exchange medium a visibility of how

button , as illustrated in FIG . 1, of the first version of status

projects or engagements are progressing . Based on the status

status report to an invoice . In other embodiments, the first

how well a service provider is performing within the ser

report to propagate all predetermined information from the

symbol, the service exchange medium is able to monitor

version of the status report has an indicator which lets TJ 65 vices exchange medium , both at a high level in terms of

know that the status report has been invoiced , that the status
report has not been invoice ( e .g ., draft ), or that the status

projects and at a granular level in terms of project mile
stones . Such information is useful and is able to be provided
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420b , a Disagree button 420c, a Forward button 420d , a
Print button 420e , and /or a Save button 420f. More or less

to other buyers regarding a service provider . For example , if
TJ is always on time in terms of delivering project mile stones, then a Services Exchange Medium Recommended

buttons, such as a Comment button or a Pay button, are

indicator is displayed next to TJ' s name in all searches

contemplated .

and/ or in his professional profile . The layer of air traffic 5 Eshaan is able to exit or close the status report 400 by
control allows the services exchange medium to find out
clicking on the Close button 420b . The tool bar 420 advan
about projects that have been delayed before due dates have
tageously allows Eshaan to forward the status report 400 to
passed and/ or problems or issues regarding service provid - Eshaan ' s supervisor or others via the Forward button 420d .
ers . By finding out early on regarding progress of projects , Eshaan is also able to print a hard copy of the status report
the services exchange medium is able to provide incentives 10 400 via the Print button 420e to bring to a meeting or to be
to service providers to deliver their projects on time.
kept in TJ' s physical folder or the like. Eshaan is also able

Other data are also associated with each project milestone .
For example, a Last Checked In date 445 , Deliverables 450,

to save a soft copy of the status report 420 in an image
format, a text format, or any other suitable formats, via the

a Budgeted amount 455 , an Actual amount 460 , and Com

Save button 420f. In some embodiments , Eshaan is also able

ments 465 are associated with each projectmilestone and are 15 to directly pay TJ from the status report 400 via the Pay

displayed . The Last Checked In date 445 is the date in which
TJ last used the work tracker 200 to track the progress of the
project milestone. Deliverables 450 include links to files

button (not illustrated ).
If Eshaan disagrees with TJ regarding any part of the
status report 400 , Eshaan is able to click on the Disagree

uploaded by TJ using the work tracker 200 , as discussed

button 4200 . TJ is then notified about the disagreement .

above . The Budgeted amount 455 refers to the number of 20 Eshaan and TJ are then able to work together to resolve the

hours allocated for the project milestone. The Actual amount
460 refers to the number of hours TJ has already dedicated
or worked on the project milestone. The Comments 465

disagreement. In some embodiments, the disagreement auto
matically notifies the services exchange medium , and a
performance team within the services exchange medium will

displays the comments entered by TJ in the text or journal
field 270 of the work tracker 200 .

be assigned to monitor progress and resolution of the

25 disagreement.

If the project milestone requires an action on the part of
Eshaan , a Your Action Required message 470 is displayed

Eshaan is able to hire more than one service provider to
work on different aspects of the project. Each service

that he owns the next action to be taken and specifically

embodiments , Eshaan is able to view different status reports

The Your Action Required message 470 indicates to Eshaan

provider typically has his or her own work tracker. In some

states what he needs to do . For example , the Your Action 30 from all the service providers . Alternatively , Eshaan is able

Required message 470 , as illustrated in FIG . 4 , indicates to
Eshaan that he will need to review the logo design (the logo
design has been 100 % completed by TJ) and approve or sign

to view one consolidated status report from all the service
providers. In other embodiments , Eshaan is able to view
different view invoices from all the service providers . Alter

off on the completion of the logo design project milestone .

natively, Eshaan is able to view one consolidated invoice

In some embodiments , the status report 400 only includes 35 from all the service providers . Yet, in other embodiments ,

the Log section 405 if there are no project milestones

associated with the project. Alternatively, the status report

only includes the Progress This Week section 410 if the

project does not involve one or more functions. Alterna -

tively , the Log section 405 and the Progress This Week 40
section 410 are all included if the project includes both one
or more functions and project milestones.
The Plans for Next Week section 415 in some embodi-

Eshaan is able to view all service providers from all projects

Eshaan has open within the services exchange medium .

FIG . 5 illustrates an exemplary process 500 of generating

an invoice based on a status report in accordance with the

present invention . At a step 505, a service provider launches
a work tracker. The work tracker can be automatically
launched as a result of the service provider logging into the

ments typically indicates to Eshaan what TJ had accom -

services exchange medium , manually launched online
through a workroom , or locally launched on the service

example , a Milestones and Deliverables area 475 and a What

real time work data to the services exchange medium . At a

Will Be Done ? area 480 are illustrated in FIG . 4 . The

step 510 , the service provider uses the work tracker 200 to

rizes what needs to be done the following week .
In some embodiments , a service provider is able to edit or

tions. After the service provider is finished working , the
service provider clicks on the Submit button . In some

modify a status report before the status report is submitted

embodiments , the service provider is able to edit the infor

plished in the current status report period and what he plans 45 provider ' s Internet- enable device . Regardless how the work
to accomplish during the next status report period . For
tracker is launched , the work tracker provides or transmits

Milestones and Deliverables area 475 summarizes the proj- track a selected project or more , specifically a project
ectmilestones and the functions TJ has worked on during the 50 milestone or functions . The service provider is able to switch
week . The What Will Be Done ? area 480 typically summa- between projects, between milestones and /or between func
to a buyer. This first view of the status report is illustrated in 55 mation tracked by the work tracker 200 before clicking on

FIG . 6C and is further discussed below . Typically , after the

the Submit button . At a step 515 , after the service provider

cannot be edited or modified by the service provider. Alter-

automatically generates a status report 400 based on the

natively, the status report is editable or modifiable even if the

information collected by the work tracker 200. In some

status report is submitted to the buyer, the status report

clicks on the Submit button , the services exchange medium

status report has been submitted to the buyer or the invoice 60 embodiments , the service provider is able to edit the status

has been generated .

report 400 before the status report 400 is sent to the buyer.

Referring back to FIG . 4 , the tool bar 420 provides Eshaan

At a step 520 , the services exchange medium automatically

options of what he is able to do with the received status

generates an invoice based on the status report 400 when the

report 400 . Typically , the tool bar 420 includes a time stamp

service provider clicks on the Invoice button in the status

420a of when the status report was received by Eshaan or , 65 report 400 . In some embodiments , the service provider is
alternatively , when the status report was sent to Eshaan . The
able to make adjustments /edits, include comments , or both

tool bar 420 in some embodiments includes a Close button

to the generated invoice .
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When a project or a job is awarded in the services

words, the view is customized for each role such that,
instead of simply displaying non -actionable links , those

help manage the job . Each job has its own workroom , which

Assume TJ is a permanent staff working for Eshaan . TJ is

email address . Messages , such as emails , sent to the unique
email address become part of the workroom content. In

logging into his account within the services exchange
medium . FIG . 6A illustrates an exemplary view of the

some embodiments , workroom content cannot be removed

workroom 600 in accordance with the present invention . The

or deleted from the workroom , although certain workroom

workroom 600 is typically a page viewable on a web

exchange medium , a workroom is automatically created to

links are simply not displayed as part of the workroom .

is associated with it a unique web page address and a unique 5 able to view the assigned workroom for the job typically by

content can be selectively hidden from view by the viewer. 10 browser or the like . TJ' s screen name or user ID (“ TJ _ 08 " )

The workroom is preferably a private online workspace

that facilitates collaboration and tracks communication
among team members of the workroom . The workroom
allows team members ( e . g ., all those who are part of the job

602 and the job name (“ Web/Application GUI Design ” ) 604

are both displayed on the page . A pull- down menu 606
allows TJ to switch between jobs or workrooms. For
example , TJ can also be working on another job called

to work together safely and effectively , to communicate with 15 “ Sushi on Wheels ” and can switch to that workroom by

each other in real time, share files , hold live meetings ,

selecting “ Sushi on Wheels ” via the pull-down menu 606 .

automatically store communication , make job status and

The default status 608 of TJ once logged into the account is

progress visible at all times, eliminate paperwork and ensure

" available ," although TJ is able to appear offline to others

payment for results . Team members are buyers and service

while on the services exchange medium by changing the

as a client or a colleague , can be invited to collaborate with

contemplated .

providers that are part of the job . The workroom is typically 20 status 608 to " invisible .” In some embodiments , TJ is able
accessible only to its team members, although guests , such
to set the default status 608 to " invisible .” Other statuses are

team members in the workroom . The guests are able to view

( for a set period of time) the workroom or, more specifically,

In some embodiments, TJbeing a permanent staff is able

to view and click on links to Messages 610 , Alerts 612, Files

an aspect of the job (e .g., a deliverable ). A guest typically 25 614 , Status Reports 616 , Tracker 618 , Terms & Milestones
receives an invitation in the form of an email that includes
a hyperlink to the workroom . The guest is given a predetermined period such as a day, a week , or a month to access

620 , My Proposal 622 , and Team 698 from the workroom
600 . Each of the sections will now be discussed in turn .
However, it should be noted that not all jobs require all the

the workroom or to view a deliverable . After the period
features available in the workroom 600 .
automatically expires, the guest is no longer privileged to 30 Messages .

Under Messages, as illustrated in FIG . 6A , TJ is able to
enter the workroom .
A buyer, such as Eshaan , typically sets up a “ company”
type a message in a text box 624a , add and delete attach
account with the ability to add team members and assign m ents 624b to themessage , and then post the message to the
them role -based permissions . Eshaan is able to add as many workroom . The text box 624a automatically expands when
people as Eshaan wants and assign them roles . Team mem - 35 writing a long message or, alternatively , limits the message
bers preferably can be added and removed at any time. As to a predetermined number of characters or words . Posted
such , team members of the workroom thereby automatically

gain and lose access to the specific workroom at any time.
The ad -hoc feature of adding and removing team members

messages are displayed sequentially in a table 626 , wherein

each entry is accompanied by the sender 's name and the
date
date/ timestamp . As illustrated , the message thread between

advantageously allows the buyer to manage team members 40 the team members is shown . In Ally ' s first message, the

efficiently and effectively , and to easily and spontaneously
include new team members when , for example , additional
help is required .
Although the following discussion only includes service

thumbnail of an attached file “Gourment2 .jpg” is displayed .
By clicking on the thumbnail, the corresponding file opens .
In some embodiments, TJ is able to filter the message
thread by date range and sender via the filter symbol 626b

providers , other than Eshaan , as team members, team mem - 45 to view selected messages . In some embodiments , the mes

bers can also include individuals from Eshaan ' s company.
Team members that are service providers are referred to as

sages are typically sorted and displayed in the table 626
based on the date /time submission 626f. Alternatively, the

external team members . Individuals from Eshaan ' s company
messages can be sorted based on the sender 626c , messages
working on the job are referred to as internal team members .
626d , or attachments 626e. In some embodiments , the
External and internal team members are collectively referred 50 messages can also be searched and /or filtered .

to as team members . A workroom preferably facilitates
collaboration among internal team members and/ or between

In some embodiments , a team member can turn on
meeting mode to engage in real- time " meeting " when at
internal team members and external team members .
least two team members are present in the workroom 600 .
Not every member of a workroom is given the same
The meeting is automatically transcribed ; the transcript is
access permission . In fact, there is preferably a strict role 55 saved for future reference . In some embodiments, the end of
definition within the services exchange medium . There are
the meeting is determined by a period of silence . It is at this
different roles for service providers and different roles for
time, the rest of the team members are notified with the
buyers . For example , a service provider may be permanent contents of the meeting by email or any other preferred
staff or a contractor. A buyer may be an owner, a manager,

or a staff member. A service provider who is a permanent 60

format.

list 628 of team members is also displayed . The list 628

staff can be given more access to the workroom than a
service provider who is a contractor or a guest who has been

is typically broken into sections: those team members who
are currently in the workroom 628a and those team members

invited by the buyer to view a particular deliverable. A guest

who are not currently in the workroom 628b. As illustrated ,

can have an even more restricted access than a permanent aside from TJ, Eshaan and Ally are currently in the work
staff or a contractor. In some embodiments, viewable links 65 room 600 , while Jay is not currently in the workroom 600 .
in the workroom (see FIGS. 6A -6C ) or permission are
Jay can be completely offline, be online looking for a job , or
created based on what the role of the viewer is . In other
can be in a different workroom . Regardless , TJ is able to
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view Jay 's profile or invite Jay to join the workroom 600 by
mousing over Jay's name. In some embodiments, team
leaders, guests or both are identified by a label attached to
their screen names.

18
some embodiments, a number of alerts 612a is displayed to
indicate the number of new alerts for TJ .
Files .
As illustrated in FIG . 6B , TJ is able to view files associ

When TJ invites Jay to join the workroom 600 , Jay will 5 ated with the job by selecting a folder via a pull - down menu

automatically receive a join notification . The notification

can be in the form of a popup message , an email, a phone

call, a text or video message to a handheld computing device
such as a cell phone , or can be in other suitable forms of

636 . In some embodiments , default folders include a shared
folder, private folders and a Job Proposal and Terms folder,
10
although other folders can be created and/or shared among

of or all team members .
notification . In some embodiments , if Jay is currently signed 10 a subset
A shared folder includes all public files that can be
into the services exchange medium , then a popup message
will appear on Jay 's Internet -enabled device to join the
workroom . If Jay is not signed into the services exchange

accessed by all team members, regardless which side they
are on . For example, if TJ wants to upload a file to be shared
among all team members , TJ will upload the file into the

medium , then Jay will receive , for example, a textmessage, shared folder. Any team member from either the buyer 's side
a video message, a phone call or an email to join the 15 shar
workroom 600 via the message , Jay is taken to the service or the provider' s side can access these public files , unless
they are marked restricted . Only team members with a
exchange medium to join the workroom .
The email preferably comes from the workroom 600 . Put
differently , the sender 's address shown in the email is the

certain role , such as manager role, and above can see
restricted files . Restricted files can be added to either the

room is " abcl @ workroom . elance . com ” 630 .
The workroom email address 630 allows anyone who is a

unless they are marked restricted . Put differently , a private

workroom email address 630, which is automatically pro - 20 shared folder or the semi-private folder . Public files not
vided upon creation of the workroom . As illustrated , the indicated as restricted can be seen by all team members.
email address for the “ Web / Application GUI Design ” work
Each side of the team has a private folder, which contains
files that can only be accessed by that side ' s team members ,

team member of the workroom 300 to email messages and 25 folder is private to a particular side of the team : the buyer' s

attachments to the workroom 600 directly from an email

client. Alternatively, anyone can email messages /attach ments to the workroom 600 . In some embodiments, email

side or the provider 's side . Everybody on the buyer 's side

are able to see files in the buyer 's private folder, however
they cannot see the files in the provider' s private folder.

messages / attachments from those who are not team mem Similarly , everybody on the provider 's side are able to see
bers are indicated as such . Email messages and attachments 30 files in the provider ' s private folder, however they cannot

then become content of the workroom 600 . Typically, the

content is posted in the form of a table 626 and /or filed in

appropriate folders. In some embodiments , a message sent

see the files in the buyer' s private folder.

In addition to placing files directly into these folders, the

shared folder and private folders accumulate files from

from a mobile device to the workroom email address 630 are different parts of the workroom . Unlike the shared and
35 private folders , the Job Proposal and Terms folder accumu
Typically, when a message post occurs, team members of lates files from specified areas of the workroom . The Job
the workroom are notified of the posting via one or more Proposal and Terms folder typically includes files regarding
indicated as “ (Sent from mobile phone ) " 626a .

forms of notification described above . However, team mem -

the job proposal and any terms, including original and

bers are able to change the notification frequency via the modified ones. Team member with a certain role , such as
Change Settings link 634 . For example , TJ can change his 40 manager role , and above are able to access the files in or add

notification setting such that he only receives notification
once a day regarding all postings for the day .
Similar to inviting Jay to join the workroom 600, TJ is
able to invite guests to the workroom 600 via the Invite

files into the Job Proposal and Terms folder.

As discussed above , a team member can create other
folders . For example , TJ can create a personal folder and

place any files personal to him in the personal folder. These

Guest Users link 628c. However, as explained above , guests 45 files can be work in progress files and can only be seen by
typically have limited access to the workroom 600 . For
TJ. However , TJ is able to , in some embodiment, place

example , a guest can only view a particular uploaded file .
Furthermore , access automatically expires after time period
set for the guest.
UnderMessages, recent files 632 thathave been uploaded 50

access permissions on the personal folder to grantother team
members to his personal folder. In other embodiments , TJ
can create one or more personal folders , including sub
folders , to categorize and organize TI's personal files . In

workroom 600 and those that are emailed to the workroom

navigate to any tagged file from a tag cloud or search .

to the workroom 600 or recently modified are listed . Recent
files include those that are uploaded directly from the

addition to folders , team members are able to organize files
using tags. A file can have multiple tags. Team members can

600 via the workroom email address 630 . TJ is able to view
TJ can upload a new file via an Upload New File button
all of the files uploaded into the workroom 600 or upload 55 642 which , in some embodiments, will then prompt TJ to

new files to the workroom 600 .

select a folder to save the new file under. If the file to be

vides a process that allows service providers and buyers to

workroom 300 , then TJ will be prompted with three options :

manage disputes . In some embodiments, information

(1 ) to rename the file to be uploaded , ( 2 ) to upload as the file

In some embodiments, the workroom 600 typically pro -

uploaded has the same nameas a file that already exist in the

regarding the status of the dispute is also posted under 60 as a new version , and ( 3 ) to reference the previous loaded
Messages . For example , an arbitrator can post comments
file having the same name.

regarding the dispute , which become part of the message

In regards to option (2 ), the workroom 600 automatically
keeps tracks of and displays all prior versions of the file for
future reference . As illustrated in FIG . 6B , a symbol 638a
Under Alerts, TJ is able to view alerts posted by the 65 displayed next to a file indicates whether multiple versions
services exchange medium and /or by others trying to com exist for that file . For example , a symbol indicates that
municate with TJ within the services exchange medium . In multiple versions exist and that clicking on the symbol
thread .
Alerts .
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will expand the listing. A
symbol indicates that an
expanded list is shown and that clicking on the symbol
will retract the listing.

to the projectmilestone. Each attached file is associated with

In regards to option (3 ), TJ is able to reference previously

a delete link ( not illustrated ) to remove the file .

The Plans for Next Week section 658 allows TJ to

comment on what his plans are for the following week . In

uploaded files instead of uploading the same file over and 5 some embodiments , text boxes 660, 662 are displayed for

over again . This is particularly useful when TJ is connected

default questions such as Milestones and Deliverables and

to the services exchange medium via a slow connection ,

What will be done? In other embodiments, a text box 664

ting bids for multiple projects . In the later case , TJ need not

to Eshaan .

such as dial- up , or when TJ is looking for a job by submit

upload his portfolio each time when submitting a bid , 10

thereby saving TJ's time and memory space within the
services exchange medium .
In each workroom 600 , a predetermined storage space is
allocated . For example , the default storage space per project

allows TJ to enter other comments that TJ wants to convey
The Log section 668 allows TJ to manually edit the data

in the log table . Hours collected via the work tracker 200 are
populated in the table . However, TJ is able to manually edit
the hours. For example, TJ can manually edit the hours
worked for Thursday , Dec . 25 , 2008 , by adding 7 hours to

to store all necessary files is 500 MB , which should be 15 the log ; as noted earlier, TJ did not use the work tracker 200
enough for any job . A usage bar 644 is displayed showing
to keep track of his time on Thursday , Dec . 25 , 2008 ( FIG .
how much of the default storage space is used for the
3A ). In some embodiments , the status report or time sheet is
workroom 600 . In some embodiments , the predetermined
able to differentiate between logged hours by the work
storage space is based on the service provider' s subscription
tracker 200 and edited hours by TJ. For example , the box
level, project budget, project account type or other suitable 20 670 displays 33 hours as the number of hours logged by the

method of allocating storage space .
Uploaded files, regardless of where and how the files are
uploaded , are typically displayed in a table 638 . Each file is
associated with information regarding when the file was

work tracker 200 for the week .
tool bar 646 provides TJ options of what TJ is able to
do with the status report . Typically, the tool bar 646 has an
indicator 646a stating the status of the status report. A status

uploaded , who uploaded the file , and the size of the file . In 25 report can be a draft or invoiced or out of sync . Other
some embodiments , files once uploaded to the workroom
statuses are possible . The tool bar 646 also has a Submit
600 cannot be deleted to prevent misconduct associated with
button 646b to submit the status report to Eshaan , a Preview
the job . This feature deals with the trust factor among team
button 646c to preview the status report, a Save Draft button
members . Put differently , files uploaded are proof that work
646d to save the status report as a draft , and a Cancel button
has been done . Similarly , communication within the work - 30 646e to cancel any manual edits currently made . More or
less buttons are contemplated . Before the end of a status
room 600 cannot be deleted .

In some embodiments, TJ can view the uploaded files in

period, if TJ is satisfied with the weekly status report, TJ is

a list format via the List View link 640a or in a gallery

able to submit the status report to Eshaan Otherwise , at the

format via the Gallery View link 640b . In some embodi-

end of the status period, the status report, as last saved , is

ments, restricted files , although listed , are only accessible to 35 automatically submitted to Eshaan . The status report allows

those who have managerial status or above . For example , an

TJ and Eshaan to stay in sync throughout the duration of the
job . In some embodiments , team members of the workroom
600 are notified of the time sheet submission via one of the
As discussed above , the work tracker 200 automatically
aforementioned notification techniques.
populates one or more status reports. However, TJ is able to 40 Tracker.
manually edit a status report prior to submitting the status
As discussed above , a work tracker 200 can be launched
report to Eshaan . This is particularly useful, for example ,
several ways , including from the workroom 600 . The work
uploaded contract file can be a restricted file .
Status Reports .

when TJ has worked without using the work tracker 200 .
FIG . 6C illustrates an exemplary status report viewable

tracker 200 is an option for a service provider to automati
cally feed data regarding projects to the services exchange

and editable by TJ in accordance with the present invention . 45 medium in order to , for example, populate the respective
It should be noted that not the entire workroom 600 is not status reports. However, since the work tracker 200 is a
shown in FIG . 6C ; instead, only the status report is shown
convenience tool, the work tracker 200 need not be launched
for the sake of clarity . The status report typically displays the when working on a job . However, the hours logged by the
week of the report . There are typically three sections: a
work tracker 200 are guaranteed by the services exchange
Progress This Week section 648 which corresponds to the 50 medium when a buyer, such as Eshaan , fails to approve a

Progress This Week section 410 of the second version of the

time sheet within a certain number of days . TJ using the

status report 400 , a Plans for Next Week section 658 which
corresponds to the Plans for Next Week section 415 of the
second version of the status report 400 , and an optional Log
section 668 which corresponds to the optional Log section 55

work tracker 200 will get paid for the number of hours
tracked (i.e., 33 hours) unless Eshaan objects to TJ' s time
sheet within five days. The philosophy behind this is that it
is difficult for service providers to request to be paid after

405 of the second version of the status report 400 .
In the Progress This Week section 648 , TJ is able to report
progress in each of the one or more project milestones for
the project. A completion bar 650, a delivery date 652a , a

work has been completed . The services exchange medium is
able to intervene to collect the amount for TJ when Eshaan
fails to approve the time sheet within five days . Put differ
ently , Eshaan has within the five days to review and approve

text box 654 for comments , and an attachment feature 656 60 the time sheet, do nothing , or indicate that there is a problem .
for each project milestone are provided , allowing TJ to
If Eshaan has a problem , then Eshaan has the responsibility
report as comprehensively as possible regarding the project
to indicate the time sheet as such .

milestone. TJ is able to adjust the completion bar 650 to

The work tracker 200 in some embodiments also allows

indicate how much of the project milestone is completed . TJ

TJ to send and receive workroom messages. The work

is able to delay the delivery date by clicking on the change 65 tracker 200 in some embodiments also allows TJ to partici

link 652b . TJ is able to provide comments via the text box
654 and add any attachments via the Add link 656 pertaining

pate in instant web conferencing with other team members .
The work tracker 200 in some embodiments includes pro
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ductivity information that is useful in verifying work done ,
such as screen shots . In some embodiments , the implemen
tation of the work tracker 200 is build on top of Adobe®
AIRTM or any existing technology that can be leveraged to

Times 725 for the corresponding screen shots 730 and /or
tweets 735 are shown . The screen shots and tweets allow

Eshaan to easily track TJ and his activity for the job
throughout the day . The work view gives Eshaan an invalu
minimize the complexity of the work tracker 200 .
5 able glance into TJ' s work productivity for the selected day,
In some embodiments , all work tracker actions and func despite the fact that TJ is working remotely .
tions, except for time tracking , can be done entirely within
Although only external team workers are illustrated in this
the workroom .
Terms & Milestones .

example , internal team workers, if any, will also be similarly

the job . TJ is also able to view and negotiate milestones of
the job , including modified and new milestones set for the

and thereafter pay the amount due. In some embodiments ,
Eshaan is able to save a soft copy of the invoice , print a hard

shown in the work view .

Within the workroom 600 , TJ is able to view terms of the 10
job, including new terms set between TJ and Eshaan during
job .

My Proposal.

Within the workroom 600 , TJ is able to view the original

Billing .
Under Billing , Eshaan is able to select an invoice to view

copy of the invoice and/or forward an electronic copy of the
Feedback .
Leaving feedback is an important part of working on the

15 invoice to another .

proposal submitted by him to Eshaan
Team .

Within the workroom 600, TJ is able to view all the team

services exchange medium . Service providers build a repu
tation of client satisfaction and buyers build a history of

members , working on the “ Web /Application GUI Design ”

both parties when evaluating whom to work with in the

members, including relevant information regarding the team 20 consistent hiring and payment. These serve as references for
job .
As discussed above , the view of a workroom for buyers

is different from the view of the workroom for service

future . Feedback can only be left by past clients of that
service provider on services exchange medium , so a buyer,
such as Eshaan , can be confident that the history of com

providers . In a workroom 700 , a buyer, such as Eshaan , is 25 ments and ratings are from legitimate experiences of other

able to view and click on additional links to Work View ,
Billing and Feedback . The workroom 700 advantageously

service exchange medium members .
In some embodiments , feedback can be left for a service

allows Eshaan to manage online instead of onsite . Each of

provider after a payment has been released on the job , or

the sections will now be discussed in turn . It should be noted

after the final milestone date that is specified on the job

that the entire workroom 700 is not shown for the sake of 30 terms, whichever comes first. As illustrated in FIG . 7B ,

clarity ; instead , only relevant parts of the workroom 700 are
shown .

Work View .

under Feedback , the name of the service provider Eshaan is

leaving a feedback for is displayed . In this example , Eshaan
will be leaving a feedback for TJ. In some embodiments , the

Under Work View , Eshaan is able to view all team
feedback page comprises three sections 740 , 745 , 750 .
members for the “ Web /Application GUI Design ” job . In 35 The first section 740 asks the question : How likely is that
addition to the work view being viewable in the workroom ,
you would recommend this provider to a friend or a col
the work view in some embodiments is also viewable on a league ? A slider tool 740a is provided with the question and
work tracker.
allows Eshaan to move the slide tool 740a to indicate the
FIG . 7A illustrates an exemplary view of the work view

likelihood of recommendation . The slider tool 740a is set at

in accordance with the present invention . Assume TJ , Ally 40 a default value of, for example , 1 . In some embodiments ,
and Jay are the only team members assigned to the " Web /

Eshaan 's response to this question will not be revealed to TJ

Application GUI Design ” job . Eshaan is able to view the

but will only be displayed in aggregate. The aggregate in

work for a team member by clicking on the respective

some embodiments used to rank service providers within the

service provider tab 715 (e .g., TJ_ 08, Ally , Jay ) for any past

services exchange medium . A method of ranking service

Saturday . The SUN 12 /28 /08 tab is not highlighted or has a

12 /27/08). Assume in this example, the current day is
different appearance from the other tabs because SUN

“Method of and a System for Ranking Members within a

12/ 28 / 08 has not yet occurred . Each of the past days and the

reference .

or current day by selecting a day tab 705 (e . g ., SAT 45 providers within the services exchange medium is described

current day is associated with a number of logged hours by 50

all team members assigned to the job for that day. Each of
the other days of the week not yet logged i.e ., SUN
12 /28/08 ) does not have associated with it a number ofhours
logged . Each service provider tab 715 includes a strength

in the U .S . Pat. No. 8 ,700 ,614 , issued Apr. 15 , 2014 , entitled
Services Exchange Medium ,” which is incorporated by

The second section 745 asks Eshaan to rate his work

experience with TJ, including TJ' s quality of work , respon
siveness , professionalism , subject matter expertise , adher
ence to cost, and adherence to schedule . Each factor is

associated with a slider tool 745a , which allows Eshaan is

bar, which indicates the service provider 's activity intensity 55 able to move the slider tool 745a to indicate his level of

(e .g ., mouse clicks/movements, keyboard activity , etc.) and

the number of hours logged for the day. Eshaan is able to
scroll to a different week via the forward or back arrow 710 .

As illustrated , Eshaan is viewing work activity for Saturday,

satisfaction . The slider tool 745a is set at a default value of,

for example , 3 . In some embodiments, this feedback is
thereafter posted on TJ' s professional profile .

The third section 750 allows Eshaan to provide comments

12 / 22 / 08 . Eshaan is able to click on the back arrow to view 60 via a text box 750a . In some embodiments, the text box 750a
the previous week but is not able to click on the forward
limits Eshaan to , for example , 2000 characters . Alterna
arrow because events for the following week have not

occurred yet.
In FIG . 7A , the work view for TJ is shown . In some

tively , the text box 750a expands when writing a long
comment. In some embodiments , this feedback is thereafter

posted on TJ 's professional profile .

embodiments, information regarding TJ' s hours are shown 65 Eshaan is able to preview the feedback via the Preview
720, such as the number of hours logged for the day, for the button 820 , submit the feedback via the Submit button 825 ,

week , and the number of authorized hours for the week .

or cancel the feedback via the Cancel button 830 . Canceling
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the feedback will allow Eshaan to provide feedback for TJ
at some later time. However, feedback in some embodiments
expires 60 days after the final milestone date so it is
important to adjust the terms of the job (via Terms &

for Eshaan from one location . Put differently, the My Pro
viders page 800 allows Eshaan to manage his online teams
from a central location .
It should be well known in the art that the above described

Milestones link 620 - FIG . 6A ) if it continues past the origi- 5 pages are exemplary and do not limit the invention in any
nally agreed upon schedule . Submitting the feedback will way . Further, the messages and layouts of the pages are not
post the feedback online . In some embodiments , feedback meant to be all-inclusive examples and should not be
cannot be changed once it is posted within the services regarded as such . The pages can be viewed in a web browser,
exchange medium .
a WAP browser, or the like, of an Internet-ready device . In

My Providers .

10 some embodiments, the pages are automatically refreshed to

FIG . 8 illustrates an exemplary view of My Providers

page 800 in accordance with the present invention . In some

present the most up - to - date content.
Further, it should be well known in the art that software

embodiments, Eshaan is able to view service providers that

used to create the described pages is sorted in a computing

powerful view that helps Eshaan manage online Eshaan is

device 900 in accordance with the present invention . The

able to " see ” what his service providers are doing even

computing device 900 , such as a server stores , serves ,

Eshaan has hired across all jobs over time within the My device within the services exchange medium . FIG . 9 illus
Providers page 800 . The My Providers page 800 is a 15 trates a graphical representation of an exemplary computing

though they are not physically in the same location as
Eshaan In some embodiments , Eshaan ' s local time865a , the

computes , communicates , generates and / or displays infor
mation regarding service providers, buyers , jobs, to name a

time of the services exchange medium 865b , or both are 20 few , within the services exchange medium . A service pro
displayed at the tope of the My Providers page 800 .
vider , such as TJ, uses an Internet - ready device , such as a

In some embodiments , Eshaan is able to click on the

Active link 805a to view all active service providers . Active

personal computer, to interact with the computer device 900 .

In general, a hardware structure suitable for implementing

service providers are those who are currently working on an
the computing device 500 includes a network interface 902 ,
open job for Eshaan . Eshaan is further able to filter those 25 a memory 904 , processor 906 , I/O device ( s ) 908 , a bus 910
active service providers based on the role via the Provider

and a storage device 912 . The choice of processor is not

pull down menu 810a and /or based on the job via the Jobs
pull down menu 810b . The result based on the filter or
criterion is displayed in a table 815 .

critical as long as the processor 906 has sufficient speed . The
memory 904 is any conventional computer memory known
in the art. The storage device 912 is a hard drive , CDROM ,

an order based on the job or the last update from the service

storage device . The computing device is able to include one

The table 815 typically displays the service providers in 30 CDRW , DVD , DVDRW , flash memory card or any other

provider. However, Eshaan is able to change the ordering

or more network interfaces 902. An example of a network

based on the provider name 820a , the job 820b or the last

interface includes a network card connected to an Ethernet

update 820c . In FIG . 8 , all service providers across all jobs

or other type of LAN . The I/O device ( s) 508 are able to

are displayed in the table 815 . The service providers are 35 include one or more of the following : keyboard , mouse ,

ordered based on the job name; the team members for

monitor , display , printer, modem and other devices . Soft

members for “ Webb 's ePayment Functionality ” are listed
Useful information is typically shown for each service

in the storage device 912 and memory 904 and processed as
an application is typically processed .

" Web / Application GUI Design ” are listed first, then the team

provider listed . For example , an image 835 of the service 40

ware used to create the described pages is likely to be stored

Examples of suitable computing devices include a per

provider , the name or screen name 840 of the service

sonal computer, laptop computer, computer workstation , a

is working on , the last message such as a tweet 850 from the

puter , personal digital assistant, cellular /mobile telephone ,

service provider (if any), a set of screen shots 855 (if any),

smart appliance , gaming console or any other suitable com

provider, the name of the job 845 that the service provider

server,mainframe computer, mini- computer, handheld com

and the service provider ' s last update date / time 860 are 45 puting device .
displayed . In some embodiments , each screen shot is dis The Overview

played along with the day /time the screen shotwas taken . In

FIG . 10 illustrates a diagram showing the relationship

some embodiments , the last four screen shots are displayed

between client side elements and the services exchange

Other useful information can also be included in the table medium in accordance with the present invention . As dis
815 .
50 cussed above , a team member can open a work tracker more
Further, an Action pull-down menu 830 is associated with
than once to keep track of work done on the job . Further
each service provider listed . The Action pull -down menu
more , each team member working on the job can open their
830 allows Eshaan to view the work done for the job ( e . g .,
own work tracker. Information collected from the one or

the workroom ), send a message to the service provider,
job with the service provider , request a proposal from the

more work trackers are , in real time, submitted to the
content to the workroom using email, SMS and/orMMS via

actions are possible .
In some embodiments , Eshaan is able to click on the

members can call into a workroom to leave messages ; in

pause the job the service provider is working on , start a new 55 associated workroom . Team members are also able to send

service provider, and /or pay the service provider. Other

the workroom email address. In some embodiments , team

particular, voice messages are transcribed and become part

Hired link 805b to view all the service providers that Eshaan 60 of the workroom . In fact, any communication between the
has hired over time within the services exchange medium . In
client and the server then becomes part of the workroom .

some embodiments , Eshaan is also able to click on the
Watching link 8050 to view preferred service providers that

Typically , communication , once posted to the workroom ,
cannot be removed . The workroom periodically receives

a powerful tool to oversee all jobs that are being worked on

updates) to offline team members via email, SMS and other

communication from the client and automatically stores data
The My Providers page 800 advantageously provides 65 in one or more databases . The server sends new content
Eshaan one view across all different jobs, providing Eshaan
posted to the workroom ( e. g ., messages, status reports ,

Eshaan may want to hire in the future .
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suitable methods. Team members of the job are able to view

of the claims appended hereto . A person skilled in the art

the workroom , which conveniently organizes and displays
the data in appropriate pages . The workroom view is dif -

would appreciate that various modifications and revisions
digital workroom will occur. Consequently, the claims

ferent depending who the viewer is. The workroom is an

should be broadly construed , consistent with the spirit and

intuitive platform for service providers and employers to 5 scope of the invention , and should not be limited to their
work together securely while allowing effective and efficient exact, literal meaning.

collaboration online .
FIG . 11A illustrates an exemplary process 1105 of the
client-side communication between a service provider and

We claim :

1 . A system for optimizing performance of a services

exchange medium for job seekers and job providers, the

the services exchange medium in accordance with the pres- 10 system comprising :

ent invention . At a step 1105a , the service provider generates

a computing system comprising a processor, a storage ,

information regarding a job via a client tool. For example ,
the service provider may launch a work tracker to automati

wherein the computing system generates a platform to

cally collect information such as screen shots ; the work
tracker typically maintains a constant connection with the 15

services exchange medium , regardless of how the work

tracker is launched . In another example, the service provider
may enter the workroom to chat and/or upload files. In yet
another example , the service provider may write an email , a
SMS, a MMS to the job workroom . At a step 1105b , the 20
information is transmitted to the services exchange medium .
At a step 1105c, the service provider is able to view the
content associated the workroom . For example , the service

and a communications interface coupled to a network ,

facilitate online work comprising a plurality of work

rooms, each of the workrooms associated with a job ,
wherein each workroom is automatically established

and automatically assigned a unique email address

upon creation of the job , and wherein each work
room is a private online workspace in the services

exchange medium that includes a filing system and a

message board to allow collaboration among team

members of the job ,
wherein contents sent as ingoing email messages to the

provider may sign into the services exchange medium and

unique email address associated with a first of the

enter the workroom to view its content. As explained above , 25
communication with the services exchange medium regard

plurality of workrooms are sequentially posted to the
message board of the first workroom and are inter

ing the job are organized and displayed in the appropriate

posed with postings posted directly from the first

pages, such as those described above. The service provider

workroom , and

is able to view all communication (e . g ., messages, files , etc .)
from each member regarding the job . In some embodiments , 30

communication cannot be deleted from the workroom . After
the step 1105c , the process 1105 ends.

FIG . 11B illustrates an exemplary process 1155 of the
server - side communication between service providers and

wherein outgoing email messages sent directly from the

first workroom show the unique email address asso
ciated with the first workroom as the sender of the
outgoing email messages, wherein the outgoing
email messages are automatically created in

response to messages, including the contents of the

the services exchange medium in accordance with the pres- 35

ingoing email messages , being posted to themessage

ent invention . At a step 1155a , the services exchange

board such that the team members of the first work

medium receives information regarding a job . As explained

above , a service provider may use any form of the client tool
to generate information . At a step 1155b , the services
exchange medium organizes and stores the received infor - 40
mation in one or more databases . At a step 1155c, the
services exchange medium generates a notification to the
team members to let them know about the recent commu

room are aware of the contents of themessages being

posted to the message board without viewing the
message board from the first workroom and without
requesting new client connections with the comput

ing system , to improve overall throughput of the

nication . The notification can be in the form of a popup

computing system by reducing the total number of
simultaneous client connections with the computing
system necessary for the team members to be aware
of the contents of the messages.

if the service provider is currently signed into the services
exchange medium , then a popup message will appear on the

associated with a web address.
3 . The system of claim 1, wherein content posted to a

service provider' s Internet -enabled device . If the service

workroom cannot be removed from the workroom .

message , a video message, a phone call or an email regard ing the recent communication from a member . In some

address or is displayed in a popup message.
5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein each workroom has a

embodiments, the services exchange medium generates a

plurality of customized views, wherein the customized

zation of all communications that have occurred in the

based on a role of each viewer associated with each of the

message , an email, a phone call , a text or video message , or 45
other suitable forms of notification . In some embodiments ,

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein each workroom is

provider is not signed into the services exchange medium , 50 4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein content posted to a
then the service provider will receive , for example , a text workroom is forwarded to a team member ' s personal email

periodic digest, such as a daily digest, which is summari- 55 views contain different viewable links that are generated
workroom during a particular period of time. The digest is
customized views.
sent to those team members who have requested such
6 . The system of claim 5 , wherein one view allows a
summary be sent to them . The digest can be in the form of service provider to directly launch a work tracker.
a popup message , an email, a phone call, a text or video 60 7 . The system of claim 5 , wherein one view allows a
message , or other suitable forms. After the step 1155c, the service provider to directly view and modify status reports .
process 1155 ends.
8 . The system of claim 5 , wherein one view allows a buyer

The present invention has been described in terms of

specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate the

to directly view all team members working on a project.

9 . The system of claim 5 , wherein one view allows a buyer

understanding of principles of construction and operation of 65 to directly view service providers working on all projects .
the invention . Such reference herein to specific embodi-

10 . The system of claim 5 , wherein one view allows a

ments and details thereof is not intended to limit the scope

buyer to leave feedback for one or more service providers.
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11. The system of claim 1, wherein each workroom
comprises a real time meeting mode to allow for the
exchange of messages and files in real time.
12. The system of claim 1, wherein each workroom

comprises a rendering feature to provide transcripts of 5

meetings.

28
a tracker component configured to launch from the
provider workroom and on the remote end -user

device to collect work information for the job ; and

a status report component configured to take the
work information collected by the tracker to cre

ate /update a status report.

15 . The system of claim 14 , wherein content originated by
13. The system of claim 1 , wherein the platform further
comprises a plurality ofwork trackers, wherein each of the the service provider is pushed to other team members of the
work trackers establishes an authenticated session with the job as an email and/or a pop -up message.
16 . A system for optimizing performance of a services
services exchange medium to track work being completed1 10 exchange
medium for job seekers and job providers, the
between two jobs that are associated with two of the system comprising
:
workrooms on a client computer separate from the comput
a computing system comprising a processor, a storage ,
ing system from the each of the work trackers , and to send
and a communications interface coupled to a network ,
and receive data to and from the two of the workrooms, 15
wherein the computing system generates a first buyer
wherein data collected by the each of the work trackers for
workroom for a first job that a buyer wants com
a job is locally saved on the client computer and removed
pleted ,

from the client computer after the data is transferred to a

respective workroom , wherein each of the work trackers

generates a subsequent window that extends out from and 20

retracts towards a side edge of a corresponding work tracker
such that content displayed on the corresponding work

tracker is not obscured from view when the subsequent
window is generated and displayed .

14 . A system for optimizing performance of a services 25
exchange medium for job seekers and job providers, the
system comprising :

a computing system comprising a processor, a storage ,
and a communications interface coupled to a network ,
wherein the computing system generates a provider 30
workroom for a job that a service provider is a team
member of,
wherein the provider workroom is rendered in a view
able format on a remote end - user device used by the z
service provider, wherein the viewable format
includes a link directly to another provider work
room of another job that the service provider is also
a team member of, and
40
wherein the provider workroom comprises :
a message board ;
a unique email address, wherein data sent to the
unique email address becomes content of the
provider workroom , wherein the data is sequen
tially posted to the message board and is inter- 45
posed with postings posted directly from the pro
vider workroom , wherein email messages sent
from the provider workroom show the unique
email address as a sender of the email messages,
wherein the respective emailmessage is automati - 50

cally created in response to new content posted to
themessage board and is sent to all team members
of the provider workroom except to the individual
who added the new content such that all team
members except the individual who added the new 55
content are apprised of the new content added to

wherein the first buyer workroom is rendered in a
viewable format on a remote end -user device used by

the buyer , wherein the viewable format includes a

link directly to a second buyer workroom of a second
job that the buyer wants completed , and

wherein the first buyer workroom comprises :

a message board ;
a unique email address, wherein data sent to the

unique email address becomes content of the first
buyer workroom , wherein the data is sequentially

posted to themessage board and is interposed with
postings posted directly from the first buyer work

room , wherein email messages sent from the first
buyer workroom show the unique email address as
a sender of the email messages , wherein the

respective emailmessage is automatically created

in response to new content posted to the message
board and is sent to all team members of the first

buyer workroom except to the individual who

added the new content such that all team members

except the individual who added the new content
are apprised of the new content added to the first
buyer workroom without needing to view the

message board from the first buyer workroom and
without requesting new client connections with
the computing system , to improve overall

throughput of the computing system by reducing

the total number of simultaneous client connec

tions with the computing system necessary for the

team members to be aware of the new content ;

a chatting component configured to allow real time
communication , wherein the communication
becomes content of the first buyer workroom ;

a work view component configured to display team
members for the first job ;
a billing component configured to pay at least one of
the team members ;

a feedback component configured to provide feed
back for the at least one of the team members ; and

a providers component configured to display all
service providers for the first job and the second
job .
and without requesting new client connections
with the computing system , to improve overall 60 17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the first buyer
throughput of the computing system by reducing workroom further comprises an ad -hoc feature of adding and
the total number of simultaneous client connec - removing a team member.
the provider workroom without needing to view
the message broad from the provider workroom

tions with the computing system necessary for the
team members to be apprised of the new content;

18 . The system of claim 6 , wherein the work tracker is
configured to launch from one of the plurality of workrooms

a chatting component configured to allow real time 65 and on a remote end -user device , wherein the work tracker

communication , wherein the communication

is displayed in separate window from the one of the plurality

becomes content of the provider workroom ;

of workrooms from which the work tracker is launched
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from , wherein the work tracker generates a subsequent
window that extends out from and retracts towards a side

edge of the work tracker such that content displayed on the
work tracker is not obscured from view when the subsequent
window is generated .

19 . The system of claim 14 , wherein the status report is
automatically populated by the tracker component, and
wherein the status report is editable by a service provider of
the job prior to submission to a buyer of the job .
20 . The system of claim 14 , wherein the contents in the 10
provider workroom cannot be removed but can be restricted
for viewing.
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